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a b s t r a c t

Thermal-optical transmission (TOT) analysis measures black carbon (BC) in atmospheric aerosol on a
fibrous filter. The method pyrolyzes organic carbon (OC) and employs laser light absorption to distinguish
BC from the pyrolyzed OC; however, the instrument does not necessarily separate the two physically. In
addition, a comprehensive temperature protocol for the analysis based on the Beer–Lambert Law remains
elusive. Here, empirical response-surface modeling was used to show how the temperature protocol in
TOT analysis can be modified to distinguish pyrolyzed OC from BC based on the Beer–Lambert Law. We
determined the apparent specific absorption cross sections for pyrolyzed OC (�Char) and BC (�BC), which
accounted for individual absorption enhancement effects within the filter. Response-surface models of
these cross sections were derived from a three-factor central-composite factorial experimental design:
temperature and duration of the high-temperature step in the helium phase, and the heating increase
in the helium–oxygen phase. The response surface for �BC, which varied with instrument conditions,
revealed a ridge indicating the correct conditions for OC pyrolysis in helium. The intersection of the �BC

and �Char surfaces indicated the conditions where the cross sections were equivalent, satisfying an impor-
tant assumption upon which the method relies. 95% confidence interval surfaces defined a confidence

region for a range of pyrolysis conditions. Analyses of wintertime samples from Seattle, WA revealed a
temperature between 830 ◦C and 850 ◦C as most suitable for the helium high-temperature step lasting
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. Introduction

Atmospheric particulate matter (PM) adversely affects human
ealth [1,2], visibility [3,4], and impacts Earth’s radiative balance
5,6,7]. For measuring the mass of refractory carbon from com-
ustion, i.e., elemental carbon (EC) in PM < 2.5 �m, the U.S. EPA
mploys thermal-optical analysis (TOA) in its National Air Mon-
toring System. To quantify EC and distinguish it from organic
arbon (OC), TOA combines a multiple temperature step protocol
or removing carbonaceous PM on a quartz-fiber filter with laser-
ight detection to monitor the production of pyrolyzed OC on the
lter during heating [8,9]. However, TOA is problematic, particu-

arly the laser transmission technique, in that different temperature

rotocols produce different results for EC on the same sample mate-
ial [10,11]. In addition, established protocols have been shown to
roduce EC measurements that disagree substantially with other
ethods [12,13,14]. As different temperature protocols are increas-
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ingly being used to generate EC datasets, it is increasingly difficult
to interpret and intercompare those datasets. As a result, accuracy
of EC by TOA has become paramount.

The optical part of TOA for the thermal-optical transmission
(TOT) method, in particular, implies that what is measured is the
mass of the light-absorbing refractory carbon in the sample, i.e.,
light-absorbing black carbon (BC). At present, EC is best defined
operationally, i.e., by the measurement method. However, BC is
defined by the Beer–Lambert Law. In this work, we focus on the
validity of the TOT method for measuring BC and, thus, on optimiz-
ing TOT analysis optically. We refer to the TOT result in this work
as BC rather than EC.

Fig. 1 is a schematic of the TOT instrument and an example of its
output (thermogram). During the first stage of TOT analysis that
typically employs four heating steps in an inert (helium) atmo-
sphere within the front oven, thermally unstable OC is pyrolyzed,

which causes the attenuation of laser light (670 nm) through the
filter. Thermally stable OC is volatilized and removed from the fil-
ter at this stage and measured by flame ionization detection (FID).
Some thermally unstable OC that does not attenuate the laser sig-
nal may also come off the filter at this stage. Later, in an oxidizing

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00032670
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/aca
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eters.
OC in atmospheric aerosols typically consists of a myriad of

organic compounds in varying concentrations [27]. In addition,
different PM samples will likely have a different complement of
ig. 1. Schematic diagram of the TOT instrument along with the thermogram show
articulate carbon.

tmosphere of 1–2% O2 in He in the front oven, pyrolyzed OC as
ell as the BC that is native to the sample (i.e., original BC in the

ample) is removed from the filter and measured by FID. With the
emoval of light-absorbing carbon, the laser signal returns to the
oint prior to OC pyrolysis. All carbon measured beyond this point,
he split point, is quantitatively assigned to BC, while all carbon

easured prior to this point is quantitatively assigned to OC. In
n ideal analysis, pyrolyzed OC would come off the filter before the
plit point and native BC would come off after the split point, and in
ome cases, this may occur. However, the pyrolyzed OC and native
C typically do not separate at the split point, in the context of a
hromatographic separation [15,16].

The point in the laser signal prior to the onset of pyrolysis that is
sed to establish the split point is typically not the signal at the very
tart of the TOT run. Often, the laser signal increases to a plateau
rior to pyrolysis. This plateau is typically used for determining the
plit point.

Selecting the laser signal plateau as the split point reference,
ikely corrects to some extent for a positive bias in the BC measure-

ent due to light-absorbing OC in the sample such as humic-like
ubstances [17]. Water-soluble organic compounds that appear
umic-like may evolve at lower temperatures in the He phase [18].
ig. 2 shows the first part of the thermogram from an analysis of one
f the samples in this study. The increase in the laser signal occurs
uring the first temperature step (200 ◦C) and coincides with the
rst FID peak. The coincidence between the increase in the laser
ignal and the appearance of the FID peak suggests that the laser
ignal shift is caused by a loss of light-absorbing OC. Selecting the
aser signal at the plateau rather than at the very start of the TOT
un effectively decreases the BC determination, presumably by an
mount of carbon equivalent to light-absorbing OC in the first FID
eak. However, using the plateau as the split point reference likely
oes not fully correct for a bias from light-absorbing OC. Some light-

bsorbing OC may come off the filter after pyrolysis has begun. In
hich case, any rise in the laser signal would be masked by the fall

n the laser signal due to pyrolysis.
Several radiative-transfer models have been applied to meth-

ds that measure light-absorbing PM bound to a fibrous filter
ront oven temperature profile, laser signal, and FID response to thermally evolved

[19,20,21,22] including one to TOA [22]. Nevertheless, a reliable
physical model for determining the TOT temperature protocol for
measuring the Beer–Lambert mass remains elusive because of
the complexity of pyrolysis product formation on quartz fibers
[23] and differences in the optical behavior of pyrolyzed OC vs.
BC for different types of samples. A statistically rigorous alterna-
tive to radiative-transfer modeling for optimizing the temperature
protocol is afforded by empirical response-surface modeling in
combination with composite factorial experimental designs.

Response surfaces are polynomial-based empirical models of
predictable systems that are commonly interpreted graphically
[24,25]. In chemical analysis, they are powerful tools for predicting
how an instrument will perform when multiple adjustable param-
eters are involved in generating the instrument response [26]. In
effect, response-surface models allow us to study the behavior of
an instrument graphically from three-dimensional representations
of the response as a function of variation in the instrument param-
Fig. 2. Thermogram of the first two heating steps in the helium phase showing the
plateau in the laser signal coinciding with the first FID peak.
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bonaceous material (OC char) and from this point through the
O2–He phase, ATN(t)L was largely due to attenuation by OC char
or the native BC. Backscattering by refractory OC char and native
BC at this point was assumed to be minimal because in a thinly
46 J.M. Conny et al. / Analytica

ompounds comprising the OC. We are not likely, however, to accu-
ately predict the thermal behavior for those OC compounds that
re thermally unstable in the TOT instrument. This dilemma, the
act that pyrolyzed OC and native BC typically do not physically
eparate in the instrument, and the need to employ a single com-
rehensive temperature protocol for different types of PM samples
re the challenges in applying TOT analysis to accurately measure
efractory light-absorbing carbon.

Faced with these challenges, faith in TOT as a true measure of BC
elies critically on the assumption that for all samples the pyrolyzed
C which absorbs light (OC char) and the BC native to the sample
ave the same specific absorption cross sections (i.e., mass absorp-
ion coefficients). With this assumption, the fact that native BC
oes not physically separate from pyrolyzed OC in the instrument

s inconsequential. It makes no difference where OC char and native
C come off the filter in the O2–He phase, relative the split point,
r whether they co-evolve. If pyrolysis is optimal and the specific
bsorption cross sections are shown to be equivalent, then BC deter-
ination by TOT becomes a true measure of the native BC in the

ample.
The equivalence of the absorption cross sections was assumed

n the early days of the development of TOA [28]; however, the
ssumption has since been shown to be invalid [16,15]. There are
wo reasons for this. First, different PM samples with different types
f thermally unstable OC would be expected to produced OC char
ith different absorption cross sections at a specified temperature.

econd, OC char and native BC have been found to behave optically
uite differently within the filter [29,16,15]. This is related to dif-
erences in light absorption by the particles containing the native
C, which are captured close to the surface of the filter, vs. the OC
har, which penetrates through the filter [30,16] as what appears
o be a condensate on the filter fibers [29]. From scanning elec-
ron microscopy we have observed no distinctive OC char particles
n the quartz-fiber matrix. Differences in the optical behavior of
ative BC and OC char are related to differences in the enhance-
ent of light absorption that is induced by the filter. Native BC

ontained in the particles undergoes absorption enhancement from
ultiple backscattering of light off of the filter fibers [31,32,33].

ince evidence suggests that OC char exists as a condensate on
bers rather than as separate particles, the filter-induced enhance-
ent of OC char is fundamentally different from that of the native

C-containing particles.
In our approach, we do not attempt to determine the actual spe-

ific absorption cross sections for the OC char and native BC, nor
o we attempt to determine the magnitudes of the filter-induced
nhancement factors. Rather, we use the Beer–Lambert Law to cal-
ulate apparent specific absorption cross sections for OC char and
ative BC as they are determined by the instrument. These appar-
nt cross sections wholly account for differences in the individual
bsorption enhancements for OC char and native BC. As we show
n the Results and Discussion section, both apparent cross sections
ary with the TOT temperature protocol. It is the sensitivity of the
pparent cross sections to variation in the temperature protocol
hat allows us to establish equivalence in the cross sections and
hereby establish the temperature protocol for determining the true
eer–Lambert mass of native BC in the sample.

Previously our NIST lab demonstrated the effects of two princi-
al sources of bias in TOT analysis [10]. First, inadequate pyrolysis of
C due to insufficient heating during the critical step in He (step 4)

esults in a positive bias when residual unpyrolyzed or insufficiently
yrolyzed OC is measured beyond the split point as native BC.

he sources of unpyrolyzed or insufficiently pyrolyzed OC may be
igher molecular weight organic compounds such as humic mate-
ials and/or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, the later which are
ommonly associated with soot but not with manufactured carbon
lacks [34]. Among thermal oxidation methods, EC may be over-
a Acta 635 (2009) 144–156

estimated by as much as a factor of 50 if OC is carried into the
fraction of refractory carbon [35]. Second, any loss of pyrolyzed OC
or native BC during step 4 in He, which is not accounted for by the
laser signal, results in a negative bias. The current study also con-
siders these biases. However, from response-surface models of the
apparent specific absorption cross sections of OC char and native BC,
we show how the superposition of the response surfaces is used to
adjust the temperature and duration of step 4 in He such that the
apparent cross sections are equivalent. In addition, we show how
the apparent cross section for native BC is used to identify thermal
conditions in He that minimize the positive bias from insufficiently
pyrolyzed OC. Finally, confidence intervals for the response surfaces
reveal the range of optimal conditions in He.

2. Experimental methods

Models were based on PM2.5 samples collected on heat-
purified 20 cm × 25 cm quartz-fiber filters using an MSP Universal
Air Sampler1 during February 23, 2005 to March 10, 2005 in
a residential section of Seattle, WA. Analyses suggest that the
samples contained woodburning emissions, presumably from resi-
dential heating [36]. Details of the sampling operation are reported
elsewhere [36]. All TOT measurements were made with Sunset Lab-
oratory’s Dual-Optics (transmission and reflection) Thermal Carbon
Analyzer. Quality control samples were run using standards of
sucrose or urea. Controls showed that within-day FID drift occurred
(Suppl. Fig. 1); however, with one exception all recoveries were
within 6% (the exception was 13%), and drift was independent of
the standard or carbon level.

2.1. Apparent specific absorption cross sections

Laser transmission signals were log-transformed to an attenua-
tion time series (ATN(t)) using the version of the Beer–Lambert Law
that has been applied to the Aethalometer [37,38]:

ATN(t) = −100 ln
(

I(t)
I0

)
(1)

Here, I(t) is the transmission signal time series. I0 is taken at the
end of the run after all carbon has been removed from the filter and
then corrected to the TOT starting temperature (40–50 ◦C) based
on laser signal differences at low and high temperatures for clean
filters.

A follow-up TOT run after all carbon had been removed revealed
a modest but consistent attenuation with increasing heat that was
due to residual refractory non-carbonaceous material on the fil-
ter. Attenuation from the follow-up run was, therefore, used as a
blank (ATN(t)B) with the attenuation due to all labile and oxidizable
(mainly carbon) material, ATN(t)L, determined from:

ATN(t)L = ATN(t) − ATN(t)B (2)

Without the blank correction, split points tended to be around 3 s
later in the thermogram and BC determinations tended to be around
5% lower.

It was assumed that by step 4 in He all light-scattering OC
had been either volatilized or pyrolyzed to highly absorbing car-
1 Commercial products identified in this document specify the means by which
experiments were conducted. Such identification is not intended to imply recom-
mendation or endorsement by NIST or by EPA nor is it intended that the identified
products are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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estimates of the 10 coefficients.

In the process of combining the full factorial design with the star
factorial design, the 15-run experiment required five distinct sym-
metrical instrument settings for each of the three factors. In Fig. 3,
J.M. Conny et al. / Analytica

oaded diffusely reflective substrate, forward scattering largely
ancels backscattering [31,19]. Any residual attenuation [39] by
on-carbonaceous material was corrected by the blank. ATNC is
enoted as the value of ATN(t)L at maximum charring during step
in He. Following Petzold et al. [40], ATNC is equal to the prod-

ct of the carbon mass loading (SC, �g C cm−2) and the specific
ttenuation cross section due to carbon alone (�C, m2 g−1):

TNC = �CSC (3)

ere, it is assumed that ATNC is associated principally with absorp-
ion. At the point of maximum charring in the He phase, ATNC is the
um of the attenuation due to charring (ATNChar) and the attenua-
ion due to native BC in the sample (ATNBC):

TNC = ATNChar + ATNBC (4)

ere, ATNChar is calculated as in Eqs. (1–3); however, I0 in this case
s taken at the beginning of the TOT run prior to the start of thermal
esorption rather than at the end of the run after all carbon has
een removed. I0 in this case includes absorption due to native BC,
hich effectively factors out native BC from ATNChar (Eq. (1)). ATNBC

s determined by difference in Eq. (4). Thus, the optical properties of
C char and the native BC are assessed at the same point: maximum
harring in He. We now express ATNChar and ATNBC as the products
f their respective specific absorption cross sections and carbon
ass loadings (�g C cm−2):

TNChar = �CharSChar (5)

TNBC = �BCSBC (6)

ere, SBC is the mass loading remaining at the split point, and SChar is
qual to SC at the point of maximum charring less SBC. As described
n the Introduction, �Char and �BC are the apparent TOT specific
bsorption cross sections, which account for filter-induced differ-
nces in the optical behavior of OC char vs. native BC particles,
espectively, Importantly, �BC is a method-dependent property (like
Char), rather than an absolute property of the original BC. �BC nec-
ssarily varies with the instrument’s temperature protocol and can,
hus, be modeled to establish the equivalence between �Char and
BC.

.2. Response-surface modeling

In this study, response-surface functional models were con-
tructed to relate three TOT responses (�Char, �BC, and BC/total
arbon (TC) ratio) to the three factors under study: x1 = He step-
temperature, x2 = He step-4 duration, and x3 = temperature step

amp in the O2–He phase. Experience and prior data [10] suggest
hat over the specified range of the three factors, the response
unction should accommodate (1) quadratic extremes in any of
he three factors, and (2) interactive “twisting” between any of the
hree 2-factor pairings: (x1 + x2), (x1 + x3), and (x2 + x3). Given these
ssumptions, a simple but effective and useful functional model
or each of the three TOT responses would be the fully generalized
econd-order polynomial [41,26,25] with 10 terms plus random
rror:

1i = ˇ0 + ˇ1x1i + ˇ2x2i + ˇ3x3i + · · · main effects (7)

11x1i
2 + ˇ22x2i

2 + ˇ33x3i
2 + · · · curvature (quadratic extrema)

ˇ12x1ix2i + ˇ13x1ix3i + ˇ23x2ix3i + e1i
between-factor interactions (twisting)

ere, y1i is the modeled response (e.g., BC/TC, �Char, or �BC) for
xperiment i; ˇ0, ˇ1, ˇ2, . . . are the model parameters; x1i, x2i, x3i
re the factor values for experiment i.
a Acta 635 (2009) 144–156 147

Lease squares estimates of the model parameters (ˇ) are cal-
culated from matrix inversion in Eq. (8). Here, b is the vector of
parameter estimates, X is the matrix of factor values associated with
the factor levels in the experimental design (Section 2.3), and y is
the vector of measured response values:

b = (X ′X)−1(X ′y) (8)

Measured responses were assumed to be statistically uncorrelated
and independent. The assumption is appropriate because the pro-
cess of adjusting the TOT temperature protocol to establish factor
levels did not affect the other factors. For example, establishing
the He step-4 temperatures required no manipulation of the step-4
duration or the temperature ramps in the O2–He phase.

2.3. Factorial experimental design

The response-surface modeling in this study required a facto-
rial experimental design that considered the various combinations
of the factor levels. To estimate the 10 model parameters from
the set of simultaneous equations represented in Eq. (7), the fac-
torial design required at least 10 factor combinations at which y
determinations were made. To efficiently satisfy this 10-parameter
requirement, a three-factor, two-level central-composite design
was employed [41]. As shown in Fig. 3, this design had eight runs
at two levels for the full factorial and seven runs for the star design
(solid and open circles, respectively, in Fig. 3).

This type of design has the following advantages:

(1) The design easily accommodates the flexibility of the fully
generalized second-order polynomial model with functional
curvature and twisting across three factors.

(2) The design is efficient because it requires only 15 runs, which is
a mere surplus of 5 over the 10-run minimum dictated by the
second-order polynomial model.

(3) The design is orthogonal in that the inner products x1 · x2, x1 · x3,
and x2 · x3 are zero, which assures sequentially uncorrelated
Fig. 3. Schematic of the three-factor, two-level central-composite design. The three
axes represent three instrument control factors each with two levels. The design
center (large circle) represents the level that is central to both the full factorial (cube,
solid circles) and the partial factorial (star, open circles).
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Table 1
The central-composite experimental design (k = 3, n = 15).

x1 x2 x3

Full-factorial combinations

−1 −1 −1
+1 −1 −1
−1 +1 −1
+1 +1 −1
−1 −1 +1
+1 −1 +1
−1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1

Star-factorial combinations

−√
2 0 0

+
√

2 0 0
0 −√

2 0
0 +

√
2 0

0 0 −√
2

0 0 +
√

2
0 0 0
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ig. 4. Ramps of the O2–He step temperatures for factor 3. Ramp labels indicate their
nitial step temperatures.

his can be viewed as the number of points (settings) that a plane
erpendicular to an axis would encounter if it is moved along that
xis. These five settings were spaced relative to the central instru-
ent setting for each factor, denoted 0, such that the remaining

ettings had levels spaced as follows: −√
2, −1, 0, +1, +

√
2. Table 1

s the experimental design table for the orthogonal three-factor,
wo-level composite design.

Table 2 shows the instrument conditions for factors 1 and 2.
or factor 1, the He step-4 temperature ranged from 630 to 890 ◦C,
ith the design center point at 760 ◦C. For factor 2, the He step-4
uration ranged from 60 to 270 s, with the design center point at
65 s. Since we previously showed that variation in He steps 1–3
oes not appreciably affect BC/TC in this type of study [10], these
teps were fixed at 200, 400, and 600 ◦C, respectively, for 60 s.

For factor 3, variation in step temperatures in the O2–He phase

as established as a series of five temperature step ramps as shown

n Fig. 4. Factor 3 was designed such that the design center step ramp
ad 550 ◦C as its initial temperature. Step ramps are distinguished
rimarily (and designated throughout this paper) by their initial
tep temperature. The temperature of the final (6th) step was held

able 2
nstrument conditions for factors 1 and 2 in the central-composite design.

Star factorial
lower level

Full factorial
lower level

evel spacings −√
2 −1

1: He step-4 temperature (◦C) 630 668
2: He step-4 duration (s) 60 91
Fig. 5. View through the x/y plane of the three-dimensional factorial design shown
in Fig. 3. Open circles represent partial (star) factorial levels; solid circles represent
full factorial levels.

constant at 900 ◦C, and steps 2–5 were adjusted accordingly so that
the step-to-step rise was linear among the different factorial levels
as shown in Fig. 4. Durations of the O2–He steps were fixed at 60,
60, 45, 45, 45, and 90 s, respectively.

2.4. Confidence intervals for response-surface models

Surface confidence intervals were important in this study for
revealing the range of TOT temperatures and durations that were
acceptable as optimal. Confidence intervals were calculated from
Deming and Morgan [25] as follows:

ŷCI = ŷ ±
√

{F(1,n−p)s
2
r (1 + [X0(X ′X)−1X ′

0])} (9)

Here, ŷ is the estimate of the response from the model, F(1,n−p) is the
F-statistic based on n experiments and a model with p parameters,
s2

r is the model variance based on model residuals determined from
replicated measurements, X is a matrix of coefficients associated
with the model parameters (Eq. (7)), and X0 is a related matrix of
coefficients associated with each factorial combination. X contains
additional redundant coefficients to account for experiments that
were replications in the design.

Response-surface confidence intervals reflect uncertainty asso-
ciated with the spacing of the levels in the factorial design as well as
the uncertainty in the response variable itself. For example, if fac-
tor levels of the star factorial extend far beyond the levels of the full
factorial (Fig. 2), confidence interval surfaces will tend to exhibit
excessive and distorted error at the edges of the response model
space. To minimize this distortion, star factorial levels are adjusted
such that their magnitudes are comparable with the full facto-
rial levels. This is accomplished by making the design “rotatable”,

whereby the star factorial levels shown in Fig. 5 for the factor-1 and
factor-2 axes, for example, can be rotated to coincide with the full
factorial levels. The net effect is that the five points associated with
each factor must have the spacing indicated earlier: −√

2, −1, 0, +1,
+
√

2.

Star factorial
middle level

Full factorial
upper level

Star factorial
upper level

0 +1 +
√

2
760 852 890
165 239 270
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Fig. 6. Three-day measurement collection scheme for the expanded central-
composite factorial design consisting of 24 measurements. Circles indicate the eight
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Fig. 5 also shows that the distance between the center point
nd its nearest neighbor is larger than the distance between all
ther points and their remaining neighbors. The result is that the
esponse-surface tends to have more uncertainty at the center of the
odel space. This center-point uncertainty causes an anomalous

bulging” of the confidence surfaces at the center of the model space
Suppl. Fig. 2a). The uncertainty artifact is corrected (Suppl. Fig. 2b)
y inserting replicate measurements for the center-point response
n the matrix for estimating model parameters by least squares (Eq.
8)).

.5. Three-day measurement protocol and the expanded
xperimental design

The experimental design was ultimately run for each of six sam-
les, two each from Atlanta and Los Angeles, as well as two samples
rom Seattle that are modeled in this paper. In addition to mea-
urements at the 15 sets of instrument conditions in the factorial
esign (Fig. 3), several replicate measurements were made, and
ach measurement run was followed up by a blank run. The 15
easurements from the factorial design were combined with nine

eplicate runs for a total of 24 measurement runs. Each run was also
ollowed by a blank run for a grand a total of 48 runs. The 48 runs
n each sample required 3 days to complete, which placed special
emands on the design to avoid the effect of potential within-
ay and between-day systematic errors, i.e., drift. To meet these
emands, a blocked, replicated, and randomized scheme for each
ay’s runs was developed as shown in Fig. 6. The purpose was to dis-
ribute the sets of instrument conditions such that the whole factor
pace was adequately assessed each day and that day-to-day vari-
tion in instrument behavior would not impart systematic error in
he response-surface models. Eight measurement runs (and eight
lank runs) were made on each day as shown in Fig. 6. Replication of
ey points in the design insured that any confounding of the models
y within-day variation or between-day variation could be tested.

Table 3 is the complete 24-measurement experimental design
able that includes the replicates for within-day and between-
ay variation tests. Here we may consider the within-day and
etween-day treatments as additional factors “x4” and “x5”, respec-
ively. However, response-surface models were not generated for
hese factors. The 15 factorial combinations in the original central-
omposite design (Table 1) are in italics in Table 3.

. Results and discussion

.1. Drift assessment from experimental design

To test if significant measurement drift occurred during the
hree days of measurements for each sample, we compared the
ithin-day variance and between-day variance in BC measure-
ents using the thermal protocol associated with design center

oint (Table 2, Fig. 4). First, however, we verified that the mea-
urements were normally distributed (Suppl. Fig. 3). This was
ccomplished using the six within-day duplicate measurements in
he 3-day measurement protocol (points with concentric circles in
ig. 6 and factorial combinations pairs in Table 3 labeled AM and
M). In addition to the two Seattle samples which were the focus of
his work, two ancillary samples each from Atlanta and Los Angeles
ere included. Differences in the duplicate BC measurements were
sed here because the differences were independent of the actual

C levels and, thus were expected to form a single distribution,
hich was indeed the case.

Table 4 shows results of the analysis of BC measurement vari-
nce for the two Seattle samples along with the ancillary Atlanta
nd Los Angeles samples. Within-day variation is used to test if any

factorial conditions employed on each analysis day. Concentric circles indicate dupli-
cated measurements.
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Table 3
Expanded central-composite experimental designa (k = 3, n = 24).

Factor (k) x1 x2 x3 Within-day variation (“x4”)b Between-day variation (“x5”)c

Full-factorial combinations

−1 −1 −1
+1 −1 −1 AM
+1 −1 −1 PM
−1 +1 −1
+1 +1 −1
−1 −1 +1
+1 −1 +1
−1 +1 +1 AM
−1 +1 +1 PM
+1 +1 +1

Star-factorial combinations

−√
2 0 0 Day 1d

−√
2 0 0 Day 3d

+
√

2 0 0 AM
+
√

2 0 0 PM
0 −√

2 0
0 +

√
2 0

0 0 −√
2

0 0 +
√

2
0 0 0 AM Day 1
0 0 0 PM Day 1
0 0 0 AM Day 2
0 0 0 PM Day 2
0 0 0 AM Day 3
0 0 0 PM Day 3

a Italics show the factorial combinations from the base central-composite design in Table 1.
b

see Eq
v
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AM indicates morning run. PM indicates afternoon run.
c Analysis day as indicated in Fig. 6.
d Experiments were used in determining response-surface confidence intervals (

ariation (see Table 4).

ystematic error was related to the type of factorial combination
n the design, i.e., center point vs. peripheral points. For all sam-
les, the within-day F-value (column 5) is substantially smaller than
he critical F-value with 95% confidence (9.28), indicating that no
ignificant systematic error is associated with the type of factorial
ombination. Moreover, any instrument drift during an analysis day
id not translate to a BC measurement bias.

The between-day variation in Table 4 was used to test if there
as an overall shift in TOT behavior during the entire 3-day anal-

sis period. For consistency, only the center points were used.
omparing within-day vs. between-day variance, the F-value is
gain substantially smaller than the critical F-value with 95% con-
dence (5.05), indicating no significant systematic measurement
rror associated with day-to-day TOT variation that might confound
he models.

.2. BC/TC measurements and models
Among the 10 samples collected at the Seattle site, two with low
o moderate levels of total carbon were selected for modeling. Col-
ected for different durations (24 and 48 h), the low carbon (level 1)
ample had 7.52 �g cm−2 and the moderate carbon (level 2) sample

able 4
nalysis of variance from TOT BC measurements.

Within-day variation

Center; variancea

(d.f. = 3)b
Periphery;
variance (d.f. = 3)

Center plus periphery;
variance (d.f. = 5)

tlanta #1 2.36E−04 4.32E−04 4.01E−04
tlanta #2 1.27E−02 1.29E−02 1.54E−02
A #1 3.56E−03 1.21E−03 2.86E−03
A #2 1.37E−02 1.53E−02 1.74E−02
eattle #1 3.22E−03 1.08E−03 2.58E−03
eattle #2 2.88E−03 1.00E−02 7.74E−03

a (�g C cm−2)2.
b d.f. = degrees of freedom.
. (9)), but not in the analysis of variance comparing within-day and between-day

had 12.9 �g cm−2. BC/TC determinations for all factor combinations
in the experimental design are plotted in Fig. 7 with respect to He
step-4 temperature (factor 1) and He step-4 duration (factor 2). The
figure shows a fairly large decrease in BC/TC from 630 to 890 ◦C: 19%
for the level-1 sample and 24% for the level-2 sample (7% and 9%
per 100 ◦C increase, respectively). This trend is consistent with a
BC/TC decrease of 8% per 100 ◦C increase in the step-4 temperature
reported earlier for forest fire emissions [10]. The trend is smaller,
however, than the 17% decrease per 100 ◦C increase in that study for
urban PM (NIST SRM 1649a). Tabulated BC/TC measurements for the
Seattle level-1 and level-2 samples used in the matrix for estimat-
ing the model parameters (Eq. (8)) are shown in Supplementary
Table 1.

Fig. 8 shows the modeled BC/TC response for the two samples
as a function of the He step-4 temperature and duration. In this
case, the 550 ◦C ramp (Fig. 3) was used for the O2–He step tem-
perature rise (factor 3). At the low end of the temperature range,

elevated BC/TC ratios are likely due to the positive artifact from the
measurement of unpyrolyzed OC as native BC [10]. Over the upper
half of the temperature range (760–890 ◦C), the BC/TC ratio for the
level-2 sample clearly tends to level off while the ratio for the level-
1 sample continues to exhibit a monotonic decrease. This contrast

Between-day variation
(center); variance
(d.f. = 5)

Within-day vs.
between-day (center);
F-test (F0.95 = 5.05)

Center vs. periphery;
F-test (F0.95 = 9.28)

1.83 2.47E−04 1.62
1.02 8.83E−03 1.75
2.95 2.21E−03 1.3
1.12 9.40E−03 1.85
2.98 2.14E−03 1.21
3.48 1.73E−03 4.47
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Fig. 7. 3D scatter plots of BC/TC measurements vs. He step-4 temperature (factor x1)
and duration (factor x2) for the level-1 sample (a) and level-2 sample (b) from Seattle.
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level-1 and level-2 samples used in the matrix for estimating model
haded circles indicate measurements from the full factorial, open circles indicate
easurements from the star factorial (Fig. 3). Arrows indicate standard deviation for

eplicate measurements.

etween low-carbon and moderate-carbon samples has also been
bserved from the Los Angeles site [36].

The continued decrease in BC/TC at high temperatures in He for
he Seattle level-1 sample may be due to the effect of an oxidative
oss of refractory carbon [10,15], to which the laser signal failed to
dequately respond. It was shown that for PM samples such as the
IST Standard Reference Material 1649a (Urban Dust), an increase

n the He step-4 duration with temperature held constant resulted
n a decrease in BC/TC [10]. At longer step-4 durations, there was
loss of refractory carbon (OC char and/or native BC) as indicated
y an increase in the raw laser signal as well as the FID signal. The
oss of refractory carbon in the He phase thus corresponded with
he BC/TC decrease. If the laser signal had adequately responded to
he carbon loss, there would have been no effect on BC/TC.

The cause for a possible refractory carbon loss in He is unclear. BC

rom biomass burning was shown to be oxidized by sodium and, in
articular, potassium salts [35]. Others have speculated that the He-
hase oxidative loss is due to the catalytic effect of various mineral
xides such as MnO2, Fe2O3, SiO2, and Al2O3 [29]. The cycling of
Fig. 8. BC/TC response surfaces as a function of He step-4 temperature (factor x1) and
duration (factor x2) and using the central condition of factor x3 (550 ◦C step ramp).
(a) Seattle level-1 sample; (b) Seattle level-2 sample. Gray-shaded 95% confidence
interval surfaces bracket the BC/TC surfaces.

surface-bound CO and CO2 involving Fe2O3 and refractory carbon
has also been proposed [10].

For the Seattle samples in this study, we observed a slight rise in
the raw laser signal when the step-4 temperature was 890 ◦C, also
at 852 ◦C, but only over an extended duration (239 s). This indicated
that if an unaccountable loss of refractory carbon did occur in the
He phase, it was only at the highest step-4 temperatures.

3.3. Determinations of the apparent specific absorption cross
sections

Determinations of the apparent specific absorption cross sec-
tions for OC char and native BC both increased with the He step-4
temperature. This is shown in Fig. 9 for the Seattle level-1 sam-
ple. Overall, the �Char increase over the temperature range is twice
as large as the �BC increase. The Seattle level-2 sample exhibited
a similar trend. Tabulated determinations of �Char and �BC for the
parameters (Eq. (8)) are shown in Supplementary Table 1.
Values for �Char in Fig. 9a range from 21 m2 g−1 at 630 ◦C

to 43 m2 g−1 at 890 ◦C. We would expect �Char to increase with
temperature because increased heat changes the absorptivity of
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Fig. 9. 3D scatter plots of �Char (a) and �BC (b) vs. He step-4 temperature (factor
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Fig. 10. Overlay of the �BC and �Char surfaces for the level-1 sample (a) and level-

faces, and therefore, the conditions under which �Char and �BC are
1) and duration (factor x2) for the Seattle level-1 sample. Shaded circles indicate
easurements from the full factorial, open circles indicate measurements from the

tar factorial (Fig. 3). Arrows indicate standard deviation for replicate measurements.

he pyrolyzed material. Others have reported a similarly large
agnitude for the absorption cross section of pyrolyzed OC:

pproximately 60 m2 g−1 by Yang and Yu [16], 48 to 53 m2 g−1 by
how et al. [29], and 35 m2 g−1 by Subramanian et al. [15] The over-
ll magnitudes of �Char in Fig. 9a and their dramatic increase over
he temperature range reveal the absorption enhancement effect of
he filter. This absorption cross section for filter-bound pyrolyzed
C contrasts sharply with what we might expect to see for the
bsorption cross section of BC particles residing on a fibrous fil-
er. A consensus estimate of the actual (i.e., non-filter-enhanced)
bsorption cross section for BC is 7.5 m2 g−1 [42,43]. In combina-
ion with this, the absorption enhancement factor from the filter
as been reported as large as 3.5 [43]. Thus, we would expect the
pparent specific absorption cross section for native BC to be no
arger than 26 m2 g−1. In this study, �Char exceeds this value, for the

ost part, at He step-4 temperatures above 670 ◦C. This discrepancy
etween the reported absorption cross section for OC char and the

xpected filter-enhanced cross section for native BC was effectively
emonstrated by Subramanian et al. [15].

A potentially confounding effect on the determination of �Char
s the loss of either native BC or OC Char in the helium phase as dis-
2 sample (b) from Seattle. OC Char is pyrolyzed OC. Surfaces for the level-2 sample
are bracketed by gray-shaded 95% confidence interval surfaces. Confidence intervals
for the level-1 sample (omitted for clarity) are comparable to those for the level-2
sample.

cussed in Section 3.2. In this case, the �Char determination would
be biased low, particularly at higher step-4 temperatures, and we
would expect a more modest increase in the trend with step-4
temperature in Fig. 9a compared to �Char without bias.

3.4. Models of the apparent specific absorption cross sections

Fig. 10 shows how the response-surface models for �Char and
�BC compare. The models are overlaid on the same plot to allows us
to observe if an intersection exists between the �Char and �BC sur-
equivalent. The Seattle level-1 sample clearly exhibits the intersec-
tion while the level-2 sample does not. In this comparison, the �Char
determinations (and the model) for the level-2 sample are problem-
atic because, for the purpose of modeling, the sample is relatively
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Even though the amount of carbon in the Seattle level-2 sample
ig. 11. Comparison of �BC surfaces for the level-1 and level-2 samples from Seattle.

eavily loaded with carbon. Among all samples (10) collected at the
eattle site, �Char determinations decrease dramatically, from 35 to
.9 m2 g−1, with increasing carbon loading (Suppl. Fig. 4). The effect
as been identified as the occluding of light, or shadowing, by an
verabundance of particles in a fibrous matrix [44,39,45].

Even though modeling of �Char for the level-2 sample is problem-
tic, shadowing of the laser light by OC char should not adversely
ffect the actual BC determination. The O2–He phase is usually long
nough for a controlled release of oxidized carbon from the filter
hether char or native BC. By time the split point is reached, any

hadowing effect will be on the order of shadowing at the split point
eference prior to pyrolysis. Therefore, an optimized protocol would
e suitable for samples that exhibit shadowing by OC char in the He
hase as well as lightly loaded samples that do not. We now focus
n modeling the lightly loaded level-1 sample.

With the level-1 sample, we first note the difference in the mag-
itudes of �Char and �BC surfaces in Fig. 10a, particularly at the low
nd of the temperature range (630 ◦C). At the 165 s duration, the
BC value (33.4 m2 g−1) is larger than what would be expected for

he native BC in particles on the filter (at most 26 m2 g−1). It is also
arger than the �Char value (21.8 m2 g−1). While �BC is associated

ith the mass of carbon assigned as native BC at the split point, it is
lso associated with the attenuation of native BC at maximum char-
ing in He. The magnitudes of �BC over the temperature range reveal
hat it is affected by the same filter enhancement effects as OC char.
his is important because we are able to compare the optical prop-
rties of OC char and native BC under the same filter conditions that
ause absorption enhancement.

The �Char surface in Fig. 10 is, for the most part, monotonic with
emperature. In contrast, the �BC surface for the level-1 sample in
ig. 10a is parabolic with temperature, i.e., it levels off and forms a
idge at higher He step-4 temperatures. This is shown from a dif-
erent angle in Fig. 11. For example, the value on the �BC ridge at
65 s is 38.7 m2 g−1 for the level-1 sample and occurs around 850 ◦C.
n contrast, the �BC value at 630 ◦C is 33.4 m2 g−1. Taking the dif-
erence between these �BC values allows us to observe the optical
roperties of the instrument-determined BC without “interference”
rom the absorption enhancement effect of the filter. The difference,
m2 g−1, is close to what is expected for the actual specific absorp-

ion cross section of native BC (7.5 m2 g−1). If we extrapolate �BC to
n even lower He step-4 temperature (550 ◦C), the difference from

he ridge �BC value is larger necessarily (9.8 m2 g−1), but still close to
he expected actual cross section for native BC. These results show
hat at the He step-4 temperatures where the �BC ridge appears,
he amount of carbon which the instrument has determined is the
a Acta 635 (2009) 144–156 153

mass of BC exhibits optical behavior that resembles the actual BC
absorption cross section.

The �BC surface also indicates the conditions where OC pyroly-
sis is sufficient. Some heavier organic compounds such long-chain
aliphatics or soot-associated PAHs may contribute to a positive
BC/TC bias if they do not change optically at the pyrolysis tem-
peratures. If these compounds are removed in oxygen before the
split point, then they will be correctly assigned as OC. If instead
they are removed after the split point, then they will bias the BC
measurement. However, their effect on �BC would be to lower it.
Therefore, the largest �BC values indicated by the response-surface
ridge reveal the He step-4 conditions where the potential bias from
inadequately charred OC is minimized.

Fig. 11 shows that the �BC surfaces for the Seattle level-1 and
level-2 samples are remarkably similar. In fact, at temperatures
above 760 ◦C the level-2 �BC surface is within the 95% confidence
intervals for the level-1 �BC surface. In addition, the �BC ridges for
the two samples are remarkably close (see also Fig. 13b). Thus, the
conditions for sufficient OC pyrolysis are independent of the car-
bon level in the sample, at least for samples that are not overloaded
such as those in this study. This is important because ideally the TOT
temperature protocol should be independent of carbon loading.

3.5. Effect of factor 3

Adjusting the temperatures in the O2–He phase may have the
effect of shifting the relative positions at which pyrolyzed OC and
native BC evolve in the thermogram. Fig. 12 shows how �Char and
�BC change with variation in the O2–He temperature step ramp
(factor 3) for the Seattle level-1 sample. Little variation in �Char is
seen; however, it appears that by changing the ramp from 550 to
630 ◦C (Fig. 3), �BC is substantially lowered at higher He step-4 tem-
peratures. Nevertheless, the �BC surface ridge does not appear to
change much with the O2–He temperature ramp. Since the �BC sur-
face shifts to lower values as the �Char surface remains relatively
constant, we might expect the �Char, �BC intersection to occur at
lower He step-4 temperatures if, for example, we use the 630 ◦C
O2–He ramp rather than the 550 ◦C ramp. Nevertheless, Fig. 12
clearly shows that any shift in �BC caused by the O2–He ramp is
within the boundaries of the 95% confidence intervals for the cen-
tral 550 ◦C ramp. Therefore, �BC variation with the O2–He ramp
does not appear to be statistically significant in our models, and
from this sample alone we cannot determine with certainty how
the �Char and �BC intersection might be affected by variation in the
O2–He ramp. Further study of the effects of varying the O2–He steps
in the temperature protocol is necessary.

3.6. Establishing optimal TOT step-4 conditions

An overhead view of superimposed �Char and �BC surfaces for
the Seattle level-1 sample in Fig. 10a is shown in Fig. 13a. The fig-
ure clearly displays the functional nature of the surface intersection
and, therefore, the points where �Char and �BC are equivalent. We
identify the optimal He step-4 conditions for this sample by pro-
jecting the surface intersection onto the time vs. temperature plane
(Fig. 13b). The shaded area displays a confidence region bounded by
the intersections of the �Char 95% confidence intervals with the �BC
surface. The �BC ridge for this sample is well within the confidence
region. Fig. 13b also shows the �BC ridge for the level-2 sample
and the BC/TC “trough” for this sample (Fig. 8b). Both the ridge and
trough are well within the 95% confidence region.
precludes us from establishing an intersection between �Char and
�BC, Fig. 13b shows excellent agreement between the � intersec-
tion for the level-1 sample and the �BC ridges for the two samples.
A disparity between the � intersection and the �BC ridges could
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Fig. 12. Variation in the �Char (a) and �BC (b) surfaces for the Seattle level-1 sample
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Fig. 13. (a) Overhead view of the overlay of �Char (light) and �BC (dark) surfaces for
the Seattle level-1 sample from Fig. 10a. (b) Two-dimensional projection of the 95%
t five temperature ramps in the O2–He phase (factor x3), which correspond to factor
evels in the factorial design. Gray-shaded 95% confidence interval surfaces are for
he 550 ◦C ramp.

e a symptom of a bias in the �Char determinations due to a loss
efractory carbon in the He phase as mentioned earlier. In this case,
he � intersection in the response surfaces would occur at lower
tep-4 temperatures from the �BC ridge. Nevertheless, the agree-
ent between the intersection and the ridge exhibited in Fig. 13b

nd the fact that we observed a only a slight rise in the laser signal
t the highest step-4 temperatures indicate that the models were
ot significantly confounded by bias in the �Char determinations.
The � intersection and �BC ridges in Fig. 13b also show that TOT
ptimization depends on the duration of step-4 in helium as well
s the temperature, as reported by others [46]. Higher tempera-
ures allow for a shorter duration. If we select 150 s for the step-4
confidence region (see text) and the � intersection for the level-1 sample, ridges
of �BC maxima for both samples, and the BC/TC minimum for the Seattle level-2
sample.

duration, a suitable temperature for the Seattle samples is around
830–850 ◦C. However, from the limits of the confidence region, we
do not have sufficient reason to reject a temperature as low as 750 ◦C
or as high as 890 ◦C. If we select a temperature below the confi-
dence region in Fig. 12b, say 700 ◦C for 150 s, then BC/TC would be
11% greater for both samples than if 840 ◦C for 150 s were used.

A desirable improvement in this optimization approach would
be a reduction in the size of the confidence region. However, this
would necessarily require additional replication of measurements
at key points in the central-composite design, which would com-
promise the efficiency of the design. Key points to replicate would
include the extremes of the star design shown in Fig. 3, particu-
larly the helium step-4 temperature at 630 and 890 ◦C (Table 2).
It is instructive to note also the sensitivity of the response-surface
models to replication of the center point in the design mentioned
in Section 2.4. Additional center-point replication serves to reduce
the size of the surface confidence intervals overall (Suppl. Fig. 2)

and, therefore, the confidence region defined by the � intersection
(Fig. 13b). Moreover, the lack of sufficient center-point replica-
tion causes a distortion of the confidence surfaces (Suppl. Fig. 2)
such that the � intersection and �BC ridge shift to higher tem-
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eratures (Suppl. Fig. 5). As a result of this distortion, selection
f a suitable He step-4 temperature would have been erroneously
igh.

Our results are consistent with a relatively high step-4 temper-
ture in protocols reported previously [10,47,48]. Our results are
lso consistent with the step-4 temperature and duration in the
ST-3 protocol reported by Yang and Yu [16]. Others, however, have
mployed or suggested a much lower step-4 temperature for TOT
nalysis [15,49]. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the
se of empirical modeling in TOT optimization. The treatment is
ased primarily on the analysis of samples from a single site. It

s likely that for samples that exhibit a greater oxidative loss of
efractory carbon in the He phase (negative bias), response-surface
odels would result in lower optimized step-4 temperatures [36].
recommended comprehensive temperature protocol should be

he product of a comparison of models and confidence regions
or multiple sample types. In addition, the confidence region as
hown in Fig. 13b appears large enough to accommodate overlap of
onfidence regions from models of other sample types. However,
educing the size of the confidence region by improving the exper-
mental design could have the undesirable effect of restricting this
verlap and, therefore, hinder our ability to converge on a compre-
ensive temperature protocol. Nevertheless, this study has shown
hat the best conditions for the critical pyrolysis step in TOT anal-
sis are revealed graphically from the intersection between �Char
nd �BC response-surface models and the �BC surface ridges.

. Conclusion

We have demonstrated the use of empirical response-surface
odels with confidence intervals for optimizing the TOT temper-

ture protocol based on the analysis of PM2.5 samples collected
n Seattle, WA. An efficient central-composite factorial experimen-
al design focusing on the temperature and duration of the critical
igh-temperature step in the helium phase (factors 1 and 2) and
he temperature step ramp in the O2–He phase (factor 3) was
sed for acquiring measurement data for the models. Models were
ull second-order polynomial surfaces exhibiting between-factor
nteraction as well as within-factor variation to reveal the opti-
al absorption behavior of the TOT instrument. Since the number
f measurements for the models required three analysis days and
uality controls revealed drift in the FID response, bias in the mod-
ls was critically avoided by randomizing the run order of the
actorial conditions and strategically using replicates in the experi-

ental design. Adequate replication of the design center point was
ecessary to avoid distortion particularly in the surface confidence

ntervals.
Our optimization approach satisfied two criteria. First, sufficient

yrolysis of OC must occur so that insufficiently pyrolyzed OC is
ot measured as native BC after the split point. Second, equiva-

ence must be established between the apparent specific absorption
ross sections of OC char and that which the instrument deter-
ines is the native BC. Temperature conditions in the helium phase

hat satisfied the first criterion were revealed from a �BC ridge at
igher temperatures. The intersection of the response surfaces for
Char and �BC revealed the temperature conditions in the helium
hase that allowed for the cross sections to be equivalent, thus
atisfying the second optimization criterion. Excellent agreement
as found between the �BC ridge and the intersection between
Char and �BC. Moreover, the �BC ridge fell well within the 95%

onfidence region defined by the intersection of the �BC surface
ith the 95% confidence interval surfaces for �Char. The confidence

egion revealed a range of acceptable temperatures and durations
or the high-temperature step (4) in helium. For a duration of
50 s, 830–850 ◦C was suitable for the samples from our Seattle

[

[

[
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site. However, different ambient PM sample types likely require
different step-4 conditions. If we apply the overlap of confidence
regions from response-surface models of different sample types,
then the empirical modeling approach presented here should lead
to a comprehensive TOT temperature protocol. A manuscript on the
comprehensive protocol based on this approach is in preparation.
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